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the line is subject to ornamental flourishes which are hard to fix
in symbols.1 In central and southern Serbia the two techniques
overlap.
The musical conditions of the south-western peninsula of
Europe are also interesting. There is a considerable range of tunes,
from the simplest melodic phrases to complex polyphonic settings.
The principal types are thus defined by E. M. Torner:2
(i) Epic style. Completely unknown 'at the moment when this poetical
genre began to be formed by derivation from the great epic poems'.
(ii) Recitative. Characterized by an almost straight melodic line,
formed by one sustained note and two or four cadential accents, accord-
ing to requirements.
(iii) Melodic. The melodic curve is more pronounced, with more
sonorous intervals, particularized rhythms under some time unity; the
declamation is still strictly united to the requirements of the text.
(iv) Expressive. A melodic curve perfectly defined in every way.
The author proceeds to qualify these distinctions. As to the first
style, it is necessary to proceed with the more caution since it is
not actually known that ballads arose from epic texts. That is
simply a theory. There are only two ballads which can be set
beside the words of existing epic texts, and they show differences
as well as correspondences. The epic texts, so far as we can trust
them as transmitted to us, are composed in lines of no fixed rhythm.
There is a medial pause and an assonance at the close. Half-lines
of seven and eight syllables predominate, but there are more
extravagant oscillations also. Some readers, especially those of
Dutch or German extraction, have believed they could detect four
accents in most lines, but that is not according to the normal spoken
accentuation of the words. The declamation of Russian 'byliny'
shows that there are ways in which irregular texts may be sub-
1	For instance, the Bulgarian Krali Marko in W. Wiinsch, Heldensdnger,
PP- 37~8, is in heroic decasyllabics, but has this elaborate development:
Metronome 80 U8: ggggc. .ab.(ab)g. . .d. .cc.a.g- .fa. .g
gef(.e)d.f-.efed(.c)d..,g...
c.. .a.. .g.. .d. .f. .efed.d.. .g..,
(not to mention certain grace notes). Greek ballads may be very simple in style
(cf. S. Baud-Bovy, Chansons populaires du Dodecanese^ Athens, Sideris, 1935, i»
Rhodes 23, 24, Castellorizo 13), but they are liable to runs like the following
(Ettgenoula):
Chromatic mode re, unrhythmic, US: cccccddd    cdegf(gfgfec)c
Collected in Rhodes, No. 33.
2	In F. Carreras, Folklore y costumbres, Barcelona, 1931, ii, p. 150, citing
G. Castrillo, Estudio sobre el canto popular castellano, Palencia, 1925.
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